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History Conqueror is a historical strategy/simulation game where you rewrite the chronological table of history to conquer the history of the world. You have become one of the kingdoms/empires that existed in the Eurasian world between 500 î.Hr. - 500 d.Hr., and aim to unite the history of the world. You
can choose from the Roman Empire, Persian Empire, Athens, Maurya Empire, Han Dynasty, Goguryeo and Yamatai to play. Fight to be the only leader in human history! Carthage, Roman Republic, Roman Empire, Byzantine Empire, Macedonian Empire, Ptolemaic Kingdom, Parthian Empire, Seleucid
Empire, Sasanian Empire, Kushan Empire, Satavahana Empire, Gupta Empire, Zhou Dynasty, Qin Dynasty, Jin Dynasty, Wiman Joseon, Silla, Yamato Court. Contents General information about the Great Conqueror: Rome Background Increase your empire Simulate history through three mods MOD
APK version of the Great Conqueror: Rome Download the Great Conqueror: Rome MOD APK for Android Overview Information Big Conqueror Name: Rome Package com.easytech.rom Publisher EasyTech Category Strategy Version 1.4.16 (Latest) Size 99M MOD Features Unlimited Money Requires
Android 4.4 About the Great Conqueror: Rome The Game Emulates One of the Most Powerful Empires in History – the Roman Empire. You will return to the past, the most flourishing moment of the Roman Empire. Become a talented commander, helping Rome conquer other countries and expand its
territory. In the past, the Ottoman Empire defeated the Roman Empire at the Battle of Constantinople, ending the flourishing era of one of the greatest empires in history. You can rewrite the history of Rome in this game. Context The game is referred to at a time when Rome is still a small region. At that
time, the Roman Empire was still in its early stages and did not have the strongest army. Meanwhile, neighbouring countries are preparing to be armed with powerful forces to prepare for victory. A failed history should enslave all its resources, and a black history should be open. As a boss, you have to
create a strong state. Prepare the soldiers, develop the economy, build weapons... Do you want to be a conqueror or a slave? People often refer to the power of Roman warriors. A strong and fearless army. Many stories were written to honor the warriors of the past. Rome needs the power of all. Gather
the best figures in history, such as Caesar, Pompeo, Antony, Octavian and Spartacus. Write on a new page of history in the Great Conqueror: Rome. Develop Your Great Winning Empire: Rome is a strategy game for players who love history and military strategy. In this game, you are a commander of the
Roman Empire. As emperor, you are responsible for all the problems of a state, would be the economy, food, defense and especially the army. Protect your land from the invasion of neighboring states, and conquer other countries to merge with your empire. This game has a turn-based. You don't have to
do anything in the war. Everything is is is and you just have to keep everything running. Simulate history in three ways In three ways, including expedition, adventure and conquest, the great conqueror: Rome carries you with a sourness of history. Historical stories of the wars between Roman empires in
the first century î.Hr. will be reproduced in the most honest way. Campaign mode The regime recreates hundreds of battles from its inception until the Roman Empire unites several states in Europe. These are the real battles of history. If you are a history lover, the game is a chance to test your
knowledge. Specifically, you are the direct commander of wars like the Spartacus Rebellion, the Conquest of Gaul, Caesar's Civil War, Antony's Civil War, Eastern Victoria. It is a great honor for any player to be part of Roman history. In Conquer mode, you will participate in the battle with the ambition to
unify other powerful empires of Europe. The Carthage Empire, the German people, the tribes of the Gauls grow strong. Without a good strategy, the Roman Empire would not be able to resist other empires. Not to mention, the eastern tribes also have very powerful soldiers. You have the opportunity to
participate in battles, such as the Punic War of the Roman Republic, August Victoria Augustus. Adventure mode is also where you participate in endless adventures on European soil. Of course, other states don't do this. When you go through the land of another empire, you will have to fight and win if you
want to continue the adventure. MOD APK Version of the great winner: Rome MOD features Unlimited Money Unlimited Medals Download Great Winner: Rome MOD APK When I was a boy, I heard many stories about the great battles of the Roman Empire and history. Great winner: Rome is a great
game that can repeat most of these wars. With high-quality graphics, battles are simulated to resemble reality. It helps us see the anger and the price of war. Gloria is paid for by blood and tears. The Great Conqueror Rome, the traditional Roman Empire was thought of as... Like probably the most
effective empires in the historical past. You are aware of cute commanders like Caesar and Augustus with two Tam Hung regimes who made... The robust and seemingly unawed Roman Empire? The Great Conqueror: Rome will send you again in rome's most flourishing time. You'll have the chance to
face look with one of the best commanding commanders in battle and with them. To beat the ups and downs of the historical past. Until now, the Battle of Constantinople marked the autumn of Rome by the Ottoman Empire. However, you can fully change this historical landmark and develop a highly
effective novel with the Great Conqueror: Rome. Background Plot of the Great Conqueror: Rome was in-built 753 earlier than Christ at 509 earlier than Christ. When the Roman Empire entered the Roman Republic. Even The Roman Empire was just a small empire, probably not growing were usually
actively building the military. Round Rome various highly effective empires that conquer Rome and unite Rome to change into a part of their territory. They would turn Rome's individuals into slaves and exploit them to the point of exhaustion. You're the head of Rome, that you have to defend your territory
and your individuals. The Great Conqueror Rome Gameplay Great Conqueror: Rome is a method of recreation - simulation. Tron this recreation, the participant turns into the head of the Roman Empire and the participant's job ... It is to build its nation to essentially change the most effective. It is advisable
to build an army to defend domination, resist invasions of different empires. And you will transmit your army to overcome different empires, and merge into your kingdom... By the way of preventing the mechanism, you will not have to manage the characters to fight. However, each mechanism will happen
within the simulation type, recreating the battle completely. However, the Great Conqueror: Rome is a tactical recreation. So the results of the fighting are largely based on troop use techniques. Many enticing ways of recreation The Great Conqueror: Rome has three ways of recreation, so you can select
marketing campaign mode, conquest mode, and exploration mode. In it, the marketing campaign regime will recreate a lot of historical battles that cover Africa, Europe. And Asia and you will see the method of Rome has become an important empire. You may be commanded by your army and participate
in huge battles just like the Punic Fight. Rebel Spartacus, Conquest of Gaul, Civil Struggle of Caesar, Civil Struggle of Antony. The conquest of the Japanese, the conquest of Germany, and more. However, so as to win wins, that you have to take advantage of the benefits of the options on this model to
build cities, recruit models of troopers. Fight manufacturing tools, building models. naval, analysis, and improvement of the latest weapons expertise, ... Great Conqueror Rome Conquest Module In this way, you will conquer very effective empires from the Mediterranean to the British Isles. Right here, the
Egyptian and Carthaginian units, the Tribes of Gauls, the German peoples, the Japanese Empire rise strongly and try to manage the entire area. In this way, you will have the chance to take part in historical battles, such as the Punic struggle of the Roman Republic, Caesar's primary triumvirate, and
Augustus's second triumvirate. You can build insurance policies overseas and create relationships with different empires to unfold and grow the collective territory. However, wars on this regime may be fierce and apparently it is not possible to end if empires cannot unify. The Great Conqueror Rome
Adventurous Mode In this way, you will lead the entire army and cause them to discover many alternative lands. Every second, you might difficulties and risks through the assault of another military. You have to and deploy forces in an ingenious solution to restrict losses. This mode brings you new
challenges and new difficulties. Are you able to win the title of talented marine and essentially conquer the most effective empires? The Senate Is part of the Roman Empire. It was established very early and was a place for advisers to advise the king and, in addition, a place to choose new Roman kings.
Every day, the Senate will challenge your duties so you can fulfill. Prepare troopers to enhance combat expertise, improve expertise for generals, recruit new models troopers reminiscent of cavalry, archers, and navy, ... Every time you have full missions you will get invaluable rewards offered by the
Senate. As well, you can also build historic buildings, would be because the Arc de Triomphe, the Faculty of Nice, the Temple of the Gods, and in addition! Great Conqueror Rome Summary Strategy, History and War Games for our visitors who want to add up to date the production of the Android platform
produced by EasyTech company is one of the popular games. Your goal is to fight against rival states on the map with your commanders and your army, expanding and defending your territory. Because of financial problems and general difficulties inside the game. Therefore, Mod Apk offers unlimited
medals. So you can enjoy the game a little more, you can unlock all the generals, you can easily improve. Real-history wars, famous commanders, big maps and more are waiting for you. Commanders like Ceasar, Pompeii, Antony, Octavian and Spartacus - warriors will be at your fingertips. In the current
version of the Great Conqueror Rome, new battles were added and error fixes were made. The graphics are 3D and the sound quality is good. Controls can be provided with two fingers. Play Store Apk Download Great Conqueror Rome Alternative Link
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